This is a Pivotal Time That Will Change the States of Nations
~ Extracted from the middle of part A ~
This is a critical time – a pivotal time – that could (will) change the states of nations. I am weighing
things in the balance now before I move to the next phase of my return 1. As I see things, I will lead
people and nations down various paths to their future. Some will be ‘good’ and some will be ‘bad’. It
has been their choices that has determined their paths, but it is my overall picture of what is
occurring (happening) that will set the end-time course for many in a set path.
Many will object. Many will blame me. But, tell them this, “It has always been about their decisions”.
They have determined their paths by the choices they made. They have determined their future and
their destinies by the choices they made in the past. Every choice builds to make the picture of their
future, whether it’s a person or a nation.
It’s always been in their hands, never mine. I have given humanity the privilege of self-will and the
position of rulers of this world. They have abdicated it to the enemy and to others, blaming not
themselves, [but] blaming others for the predicaments that they find themselves in. I reiterate: it
has always been the choices that men make because I have set them in rulership, even if they don't
know it.
Yes, it’s time for my church, my end-time Bride, to rise up and be seen. She will be a marvel. This
remnant I have selected to be part of my plan because of their devotion and commitment to me.
They have seen my plans and purposes as paramount, as more important and eternally significant
than their own. They are my beloved ones who truly love me with all their hearts. There is no
‘forkedness’2 in them, no double-mindedness or dual allegiances. They have committed themselves for
eternity to my plans and purposes. Others will join them as they align with me, but the Bride must
and will rise in beauty and power in these Last Days.
Warn those who need warning. Warn the slack. Warn the lovers of pleasure. I am coming and
coming soon. Be sure of that. Nothing is more sure than my return to glory, my return to set up my
Kingdom in full righteousness on the Earth.
Yes, it will centralize in Jerusalem, but the whole Earth will be my kingly domain and it will respond
to my presence. Not only is creation waiting for the appearance of the sons of God, creation is also
waiting for my return. It responded to me when I walked the Earth as Jesus of Nazareth and it
will do so again, but in greater measure. In fact, it will be in full measure. As its Creator, it will
become what I intended it to be.
Yes, all will be well in the end. It will be a glorious time, but there is much to be done before that
happens.
(Words in brackets are what I understood in my spirit immediately I was given something to write)
(Words in square brackets are to convey the sense of the sentence as I received it)
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1 – His understanding of ‘my return’, not ours
2 – i.e. Meaning that they don’t have divided hearts or divided loyalties (Like a ‘forked tongue’ which tells a second story which is a lie)
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